Fundamentals of Math (Module 5: Operations with Fractions)

Tuesday, 1/22/08

To add mixed numbers (TEKS Objective 6.2B)

Thursday, 1/24/08

To subtract fractions with like or unlike denominators (TEKS Objectives 6.2A & 6.2B)

Friday, 1/25/08

Review & Quiz on Topics Covered This Week

Monday, 1/28/08

To subtract mixed numbers (TEKS Objective 6.2B)

Tuesday, 1/29/08

To work backward to solve problems involving addition and subtraction of mixed numbers (TEKS Objectives 6.11B, 6.11C, & 6.13B)

Thursday, 1/31/08

To select addition or subtraction to solve problems (TEKS Objectives 6.2B, 6.5A, 6.11A, & 6.13B)

Friday, 2/1/08

Review & Quiz on Topics Covered This Week
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